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ON THE STRUCTURE OF SEIF-SIMIIAR FRACTALS

PERTTI MATTILA*

L. Introduction

A subset E of the Euclidean ,l-space R' is called self-similar if there are simili-

tudes §r, ..., Siu of R' such that

s,E

and the different parts ,S;.8 are "nearly" disjoint; more precisely, if s is the Hausdorff
dimensionof"Ethen tf'(SiEaSrE):0 for i#.i. Here ff"isthe'v-dimensionalHaus-
dorfl measure. By a similitude we mean a map ,S: Rn*R" such that for some r,
O<r<1, l,S-rr-§yl:1lx-yl for all x,y(R". The term fractal, appearing in the

title, is a general name introduced by B. Mandelbrot for sets whose Hausdorff and

topological dimensions differ from each other'
In [3] Mandelbrot has studied the connections of self-similar fractals to various

physical phenomena. In l2l J. E. Hutchinson showed that to any finite family

9:{S.-...,Sr*} of similitudes of R'corresponds a unique compact set KcR"
such that K: uiLr .S;K. This set will be denoted bV lgl. Also several properties of
selfsimilar fractals were proved in [2]. One of them was that if m is a positive integer,

O<m<n, and I satisfies certain natural separation conditions (which are valid,

e.g. if the sets ,S;K are disjoint), then the intersection of K: l9l with any m-dimen-

sional Cr submanifold of R' has m-dimensional Hausdorff measure zero. In this

paper we prove that under a slightly stronger separation condition, the Hausdorff
dimension of such an intersection is always at most m-e where e=0 depends

only on I andnot on the submanifold in question. This result has some content only
if the Hausdorff dimension of K, dim K, is not less than m. We also study the case

s:dim K=m, and we show that then there are only two possibilities; either K lies

on an z-dimensional affine subspace of R" or ef"(K^M):O for every zz-dimen-

sional Cl submanifold M of R'.
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2. Preliminaries

We follow the notation and terminology of Hutchinson [2]. In the whole paper

- m and n are integers, A<m<n,

- 9:{5r,..., S*} is a finite family of similitudes of r?,,

- K:lgl,
- s:dimK the Hausdorff dimension of K,

- Ce(N):{l,...,N}' for p:1,2,...' we denote u4fi if a(Cr(N),
B(Cn(N), l=8, and B is an extension of a, that is, a:(rr, ...,ie),
fi:(ir, ..., i* ip+r, .. , iq),

- &:§;ro...o.S;, for a:(lr, ...,i)CCe(N)

- A,:S,A for Ac.R",

- r; is the Lipschitz constant of §; for i:1,...,.1[ and ra:ri,.....ri, that
of ,S, for a:(ir, ...,i)€Ce(N). We assume 0<115...=/N<1.

Observe that if BcR" is bounded, then for a(Co(N)

d(B) : r"d(B)=rfid(B) *O as p **,

where d denotes diameter.
We say that I satisfies the open set condition if there is an open bounded set

OcN such that v!:ro,co and OrnOr:fi for i#j.
If ./ satisfies the open set condition wilh O, then O: Or,-0,,,,=..., Kcö,

K,cOo for all a, and

r:ö U oo.
p:t a€Cp(N)

(See [2, 5.2 (3) (ii) and 3.1 (3) (viii)].) Moreover, s is uniquely determined by the con-
dition fl.ri:I, and 0-af,"(K)-*, 12,5.1(2) and 5.3 (1)1. Observe that neither
the sets r(; nor O; need to be disjoint. But if K;'s are disjoint, then g always satisfies
the open set condition with o-an e-neighborhood of K for suffciently small e>0
12, s.2 Q)1.

The lower and upper s-dimensional densities of a set AcRn at a point x€Ro
are defined by

@i(A, x): ti*itZl@fff{,

@*"(A,x) : limrsJuP {W.»,

where.B(x, r) is the closed ball with centre x and radius r and a(s) is a positive nor-
malization constant.
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3. The case tn <s

In this section we prove

3.1. Theorem. Suppose that I satisfes the open set condition with the open
bounded seti O and (J,Oc(J, and that the fotlowing separation condition holds:

If lis alinein R" suchthat OrnllL*Ard for some i*j, then (U-Uy=LO)^l
*0.

Then there r'.r e>0 such that for any m-dimensional Cr submanifold M of R",
dim(MoK)<m-e.

Proof. We shall show that there is e >0 such that, given M, every point x(M
has a neighborhood IYcR" such that dim(MaK")=m-e whenever A,c.W.
To see that this implies dim(MnK)3nt-il we choose compact subsets Mi of M
such that UiMi:M. Each M;can be covered with a finite number of such neigh-
borhoods W , and for every i there is p such that each U , , q€C p(N ), which meets M i
is contained in some such neighborhood W.lt follows that dim (M1K)=m-e;
hence also dim (M aK)=m-e.

some

is lower semicontinuous in the space of all lines in R' and since it is positive on the
compact set of all lines / for which Ornl*A+Oral for some iSj, it has a positive
minimum on this set (cf. 12, 5.4 (1)l). This means that there is z1>0 such that
Oial*0*Ornl for some i*j implies B(a,),)alc(U-U!=ro,)n/ for some
a(1. Applying the similitudes S,,uCCp(N), we find that for any line /

Ooiol * g * Oo,nl for some i*j implies

Let x€M and let V be tbe tangent plane of M at x. Given u, 7<u<2, 1fis1s
are a neighborhood W of x in R'and a diffeomorphism/of WnM into Zsuch that
the Lipschitz constants Lip (f) and Lip (f-L) arc =u. We denote

A,:f(AawnM)
any AcN. Choosing z sufficiently close to 1 we obtain from (1) for any line /

R"

01,fi1*0*0;jnl forsome i*j implies

191

Since the closures 0; are compact, since the function

r ,-*sun 
{2: B(a, Dnt.(u .,.,V, o) n, for

B(a, 7ro) ) t c.(u, ,-,,Ö, 0,,)n t
for some ael.

B(a, Ar*))l c(rt,-, 
trUt,) n,

a(l whenever UocW.

.€4

(l)

for
in
(2)

for some
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Let q>Q be such that tl contains a ball radius g, let

2a: (8f qr) and 4 : min {t71+x1, il(8xd(U\},

and let t be the smallest positive number with the following property: If 1 is any

interval, AcI and I * A contains an interval of length 4d(I),then A capbecovered

with two intervals Ir,IrcI such that d(I)t+d(12)t=d(I)t and dist (I1,Ir)>-r1d(!).

One of the intervals Ir, Irmay be degenerate. Clearly O=:t<l. and / depends only

on 4.
Let ao be such that A,ocW and set

H:f(K,o)M).
Let / be a line in Rn. We shall show that there exist closed intervals

Irr"'rrcl, ii: !,2, i : l' "''p' P : L'2' "'' such that fot all p

(3) ,nr.r,gr, ri,...i,,

(4) Ii,...i,rU li,...iozC-1i,...in,

(5) d(1i,...i,r)'*d(Ii,...ior)' =- d(li,...i)',
(6) dist(f,...;,r,1i,...i,r)> qd(I;,...i),

(i) d(li,...i,) < (I-r)d(1i,...i), i :1,2.

We first choose two closed intervals Ir, I, so that Halcllvl2 and d(It)=
d(U") for j:1,2. Suppose then that q>7 andthat li,...;ofor p-1,...,q have

been chosen so that (3)-(7) hold. Fix I:I j,...j,. We shall show that 1-ä contains

an interval of length qd(I), whence the required intervals Ii,...jni, .i:1,2, can be

found by the choice ofl.
Let JcI be the interval in the middle of 1of len-eth d(I)12. Let Abe the set

of all those multi-indices oc for which do<-d, Aoof *A,

rtd(/)/8 = d (U.) < d(/)/8,

and which are maximal (in the order () with respect to these properties. Then

Uiatcl for aQ.A, because U'"nJ*0 and d(U',)=d(I)14. For q.€A let a' be

the (unique) minimal sequence such that ala' and 0',,,a1*0*O',,rnl for some

i#.i, if sach a sequence exists. We then set P,:AL,nl. If such a sequence does not
exist, then either there are d<ar<il21... such that )irO|gl is a singleton

{x,} or there is a'such that ala', Oi,al+A and A',,,n1:0 for all i. In the first
case we set Pd:{&}, in the second Po:A, and we agree d(0):0. Then

H)Jc U P,.

(8)

(e)

To see this let x€HaJ. Then there is an infinite sequence (ir,ir, ...) such that
xEOi,nl where ar:(ir,ir, ...,1p) for p:1,2,... and o'o:dpo for some po. Since

for j:1 sv 2, d(I)*d(Ij)<d(u,o), and since rrd(u,o,)=rfi(u",)<d(uo,*,),
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it follows from (8) that for some p=p,, aoQA. Then one readily checks that x(P,u

which proves (9).

By the definition of q, each Un contairrs a ball of radius qd(U,). Since the elements

of A arc maximal, the sets (Jo, a(A, are disjoint. Moreover, they are contained in a

ball of radius d(I).If /c is the number of the elements of l, \rye see comparing volumes

that k(qri(I)18)"-4111", that is, k=x-
Let B(A be such that d(P) is the largest of the diameters d(P"), u€A' Tf

2xd(pp)<d(J), then by (9) I-H contains an interval of length d(J)lQ%)>4d(I).

ff zxia(to1=d(-r)>0, then Pu,:O'u,nl and A'B,ial#0*O'B,ral fot some isj,
and (2) implies that (Uh,-U!=rAh,)n / contains an, interval 1o of length

brp, - )'d(up,)ld(u) = 1d(Pp)l!d(u)) = )"d(Dl(axd(u)) >- qd(I)'

lf P'QC.(N) then a'o,oUi:g for y€Ce(N), y*f'; hence HnUu'cU!=rOi't,
and it follows that In is contained in I-H. This completes the induction.

From (5) we obtain for P-1,2, ...

Z d (I i,... i o)' = d(Ir)' + d (Ir)' ,
Jt"'Jp

hence (3) and (7) imPlY

lft(Hal) = d(Ir)'+d(12)t =.-,
and dim (Hnl)<t.

We set t,:7-t. Then dim H=m-e. For otherwise it would follow from [5,

Theorem 6.61 that for some lines /, dim(änl):dimä*|-m>t' Since ä is

diffeomorphicto K,onM, we have dim (KooaM)=m-e. This completes the proof.

3.2. Remarks. If the lines are replaced by z-planes in the assumptions of
Theorem 3.1, then t*(MnK):0 by [2,5'4 (1)]' I do not know whether

dim(MaK)<m in this case (except if m:1).
on the other hand Theorem 3.1 and also [2, 5.4 (1» are false without some

assumption in addition to the open set condition. For example, if O is an open equi-

lateral triangle in R2, Or,Or,OrcO are homotheticto O in ratio ll2 each having

one vertex in common with O and two sides contained in boundary O, and if
Sr, Sz, §, are the obvious similitudes (without rotation) with SiO:Oi, then

9:{Sy,Sr, Sr} satisfies the open set condition with O, dimK:log3llog2>1,
but K contains countably many line segments. In this case the other separation con-

dition fails for the lines containing the boundary segments of O.
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4. The case s<rn

Marstrand considered the concept weakly tangential in [4]. We give the following.

4.1. Definition. Let EcR' and O<t<n. We say that E is weakly (t,m)
tangmtial at a point a(R" if @*'(E,a)>O and there is an m-plane V such that
a€V and for euery ä>0

liminf r*taf,t(E)B(a, r) - {x: dist(r, Z) = Ar1): O.r{o

Y is then called a weak (t, m) tangmt plane of E at a.

In general there may be several or no weak tangent planes. In the following recall
that K:191, s:dimK and O=tr'(K)-- due to the open set condition.

4.2. Theorem. Suppose that I sqtisfies the open set condition. If K has a weak
(s,m) tangent plane Y at some point a€K, then KcV.

Proof. We first show that Klies on some z-plane. Suppose this is not true. Then
there is a subset {ar, ..., a^*r\ of K which is not contained in any m-plane, and we
can find Q,0=Q=1, such that if W is an m-plane, then dist (ar,W)=q for some

i:1, ..., m*2. 'fhe lower densities @i(K,ai) are positive by 12,5.3 (l)1. Hence there
ate ro,4 such that O<yo<.p12 and

/f,"(K)B(ar,ro))= qri for i : l, ...,m*2.

Let O<r<rr and let a be a minimal sequence such that a(K*cB(a,rl2).
We may assume d(K):l. Then ro=vf2=rofrr. By the choice of g there is i such

that dist (S;'(v),a;)>q. Then

B(Snai,roro)cB(a, r)-{x: d(x,V) = Qr,l2\.

Hence with $:pryfL, we have ör<qr,l2 and

lf " (K a B (a, r) - {x : d (x, v ) = ör\)>- sg " 1Kn O B (s n a r, r or o))

. : r",/f " (K O B (a i, r o)) = 4riri > q (r rr of 2)" r ".

This contradicts the fact that V is a weak (s, m) tangent plane for K at a. Therefore
Kc.W for some m-plane W.

Suppose that W*V. Letting Xbe the orthogonal complement of VnW, we
have

c:dist(WOX) {x: lxl :l},V)X)=0.

Then one checks cdist(x, VaW)<6is17",y1 for x(W. Since Kc.W and
@§(K,a)-0, it follows that l=dim(YaW)=m andthat YaW is a weak tangent
plane for K at a.

Let k, O<k<m, be the smallest integer such that K is weakly (s, ft) tangential
at a. Thenby the above proof K lies on some k-plane UcW. Then Uc Y, becatse
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otherwise UnV would again be a weak tangent plane for K at a with l=dim
(UnV)<k, which would contradict the choice of /s. Thus KcV.

4.3. Corollary. Either K lies on anm-plane or hf,"(Mnf):0 for eaery m-
dimensional Ct submanifold M of R".

Proof. Suppose tr"(MoK)>0 for some M. For 3f" a.a. x€MaK,
@*"(K-M, x):0 by U,2.10.19 (4)1, and at these points the tangent m'plane of M
is a weak (s, m) tangent plane of K. Hence K lies on an m-plane.

4.4. Corollary. If either s is non-integral or s is an integer and K lies on no

s-plane, then
@"*(K, x) ' @*"(K, x) for j€' a.a. x€K.

Proof. If s is non-integral this follows directly from Marstrand's result [4]. If
s is an integer ts1 g:{x€K: @!(K, x):@*"(K, x)}, then by Vl K is weakly (s, s)

tangential for t' a.a. x€E. Hence by Theorem 4.2, //"(E):0.

4.5. Remark. If s is an integer and 1( lies on no s-plane then Theorem 4.2
implies that K is purely (ff', s) unrectifiable in the sense of 11,3.2.141. It is not known
whether the conclusion of 4.4 is true for all purely (ff", s) unrectifiable sets Kc Rr
with af"(K)<o, oXCept if s:1.
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